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Many of The Following Dangers to Dogs
Need Much Wider Awareness
(Please SHARE This Report!)

Our mission at YouDefense.com is to provide you the clearest, most reliable
insights and tools to avoid the dangers that actually threaten you and your loved
ones the most.
It doesn’t matter if it pertains to your health, internet safety, personal safety, or
child safety – if it poses a real threat to you and your loved ones, we make sure you
know about via our free email alerts, including the most effective steps to avoid
and overcome it.
It also doesn’t matter if your loved ones walk on two legs and have opposing
thumbs, or they walk on four legs and bark.
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Family is family, so we’re committed to proving you the most important insights
and tools to keep your dog and other pets safe and healthy, too.
On that note, in this clear and concise report we’ve compiled key insights and
recommendations to keep your canine safe.
Perhaps you’ve seen some of these top dangers to your dog before (if so, it is of
course always worthwhile to refresh yourself to keep this crucial info at the
forefront of your mind in order to keep your dog safe.)
Some of the other dangers you’ll see below, though, don’t get nearly enough
attention – even though according to veterinarians and other top resources most
are fast-increasing, and all of them are largely preventable issues inflicting far too
much pain, suffering, and death on dogs.
As such – and because obviously you adore your pup or pups no matter what their
age -- please take the time to make yourself aware of all of these.
And yes, yes, YES – please do SHARE this report with everyone you know who
has and/or loves dogs! Consider sharing it with your vet and local animal shelter
and pet stores, too, so they can share it widely as well.
(One way we’d really appreciate you doing so is to please head to this page and
give this guide a big paws-up (i.e., a “Like”) on Facebook or other social media so
other dog-owners are aware of it).
Because as you’re about to see, the info
in this simple and straightforward
report can spare our amazing best
friends a lot of suffering, and even save
their lives.
Knowledge is power, and in this case
it’s also protection. That deserves a
happy WOOF!
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Drugs are the #1 Cause of Dog Poisoning

Prescription and over-the-counter medications are already the top cause of dog
poisoning. And because the use of medications is growing, the problem is growing.
Be sure all pill bottles are always safely closed and kept out of the reach of dogs.
This includes supplements, too, as some can be poisonous to
dogs.
And by the way, NEVER give your dog any kind of people
medicine if they are sick. Most doesn’t have the same effect on
dogs and some -- like ibuprofen such as Advil and Motrin, and
acetaminophen such as Tylenol -- can severely hurt or kill them.
Only give your dog medications prescribed by a veterinarian.
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Safely Close and Store All Household Chemicals, Too

Puppies and dogs are naturally curious. They love to sniff, and chew. And some
chemicals like antifreeze are especially appealing to them.
Keep dogs safe by keeping all chemicals and solvents well-sealed
and out of their reach in the house, garage, and yard.
This includes all household cleaners and detergents, automotive
fluids, office solutions like glues and printer inks, yard and garden
solvents like pesticides, fertilizers, mice and rat baits and
insecticides.
NOTE: This also includes dryer sheets. Vets see many cases yearly of dogs being
poisoned and even killed by dryer sheets, which are coated in toxic chemicals.
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Keep Dogs Safe from Batteries!

Another item that sends dogs to the veterinarian or emergency room in droves
every year is batteries. And because we’re using more batteries more than ever, the
problem is escalating.
Typical alkaline batteries like C, AA, and AAA batteries are dangerous enough,
because if a dog chews them they can cause irritation, suffocation, and serious
digestive issues.
But the small round and coin-shaped “button” batteries in so many items pose an
even greater risk, because they can quickly and literally burn a hole through your
dog’s esophagus, amongst other issues.
You may not realize it, but these button batteries are in
MANY items in most homes.
They can be in your car fob, toys, musical greeting cards,
watches, holiday ornaments, hearing aids and much more.
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➢ Keep all TV, radio, toy and other electronic device remote controls out of
the reach of dogs.
➢ If ANY item in your home does anything electronic – bleeps, lights up, etc.
– and it’s not connected to an outlet in your wall, there is a battery inside it.
Keep all such objects out of your dog’s reach.
➢ Never leave batteries of any sort sitting out anywhere. Immediately dispose
of all old batteries in garbage containers dogs cannot access.
If you ever suspect your dog chewed and/or swallowed a battery, do not try to
induce vomiting on your own. Get them to a veterinarian as soon as possible.
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Protect Puppies and Dogs from Electrical Cords

From the perspective of puppies and dogs, electrical cords can look interesting and
fun to chew. Of course that can result in shock, burns, and even death.
So try to keep electrical cords out of their reach.
Cover exposed cords and cords they can easily get to with
a pet protector such as the top-recommended PetCords
Cord Protector.

See It On Amazon

A spray with a scent and taste that dog’s find
unpleasant can also help in keeping (and
training) them away from electrical cords,
such as the highly recommended Bodhi Dog
Bitter Lemon Spray.

With the increasing prevalence of holiday lights – and all the electrical
cords to support them -- be especially cautious during holidays.
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Suffocation Deaths are Widespread: 7 Keys to Prevent It

The use of plastic bags continues to escalate. And dogs are dying at an increasing
rate due to suffocation from these plastic bags.
It’s so common there’s a petition underway to get food companies to add warning
labels to their chip bags and other bags.
The fact is, plastic bags of all types – chip bags, bags inside boxes of cereal and
other products, plastic storage bags, plastic grocery bags, and more – pose a very
serious threat to your dog.
Follow these 7 key guidelines below:
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1) Never leave plastic bags of any sort within reach of puppies and dogs.
2) Empty dried foods out of plastic bags and into reusable containers instead.
3) Don’t eat snacks from bags on the couch. Transfer them to bowls or other
containers. You could fall asleep or step away, and suffocation can happen
fast.
4) Throw bags away in tightly sealed garbage cans that dogs cannot reach.
5) Be extra cautious if you have social gatherings in your home and yard,
including if others are bringing snacks.
6) If your dog is a yard dog, do a scan for bags and other potentially hazardous
trash that might have flown in the yard.
7) Don’t give people snacks to your dog, including and especially from bags,
which trains them to seek out people snacks in bags.
And please share this guide with other dog owners so they are aware!

Click Above or Head to
YouDefense.com to See It Now
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Magnets Pose a Unique Danger

Magnets, like kids alphabet magnets or souvenir magnets, can be the perfect size
for chewing, and dogs seem magnetically attracted to them (bad pun intended).
But if a dog swallows two or more magnets – and it happens more often than
people realize – it can be a very painful and dangerous situation.
That’s because the magnets in different areas of the dog’s digestive tract, usually
their intestines, can pull together, essentially binding and strangling those internal
body parts. This can cut off blood supply, and if it is not dealt with promptly, it can
kill those internal issues – and quite possibly the dog.
Keep magnets far out of the reach of dogs, and where
they can’t easily accidentally be dropped to the floor. If
it’s possible your dog did ingest magnets, contact your
vet right away.
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Zinc Poisoning is Common in Dogs, Too

Dogs are particularly susceptible to zinc poisoning. It can occur when they ingest
anything containing zinc, which means a lot of different types of products today.
US pennies, for example, are a high risk, as those made since 1983 contain 97.5%
zinc. Metal nuts, bolts, zippers, metal toy parts, jewelry, and staples are examples
of other items that often contain zinc. Zinc is also found in many shampoos,
protective creams and ointments, sunscreens, deodorants, antiseptics, supplements,
and cold remedies – it pays to read your product labels so you are aware.
Take extra care to keep such products out of the reach of dogs.
Symptoms of zinc toxicity can include vomiting, low energy, orange-tinted feces
or urine, pale or yellow gums, and yellowing of the skin and eyes within a few
hours to a few days.
It can lead to anemia, seizures, kidney and liver damage, heart problems, and death
if not treated as soon as possible.
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Be Cautious About Giving Dogs ANY Kind of Bones

Never give dogs brittle or small bones, like chicken or turkey bones, because they
can easily splinter and cause serious damage inside your dog’s mouth and digestive
system.
What about larger, solid bones though?
It’s highly recommended you think twice about giving dogs ANY types of bones at
all. (Or cow hooves, or elk and deer antlers which have grown somewhat popular.)
Because yes, while your dog’s distant ancestors like wild dogs and wolves eat
bones, your domesticated dog doesn’t naturally have the same capacities that wild
animals do.
Bones can chip, fracture, and break your dog’s teeth, and they can splinter and
cause punctures in their mouth or digestive system. These can lead to infections
and even death.
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Furthermore, wild dogs and wolves eat bones because they need the mineral
nutrients. If you’re feeding your dog a balanced diet (which many dog foods
provide) they don’t need bone nutrients.
To satisfy their need to chew and keep their teeth clean, give them top-quality
chew toys instead.

Don’t Give Your Dog Ice to Chew On

Some dogs teeth seem quite sturdy. However, be careful about giving them
anything to chew that is very hard – including ice. In short, dogs shouldn’t be
given anything to chew that doesn’t “give” a little when you press it with your nail
on the one hand, or that can splinter, sliver, or shred on the other hand. Vets see
injuries to dogs teeth all the time from ice and other seemingly innocent objects.
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Sticks Pose Surprisingly Serious Risks for Dogs

Yes, tossing a stick for a dog to fetch is so common it seems like it should be safe.
And dogs love to chew on sticks. However, please know this:
Sticks are one of the top reasons dogs end up sick, or injured and in the emergency
room, and as any vet will warn you, they can be fatal. Two issues are most
common:
1) While running for or playing with a stick, it can stab your dog, especially in
sensitive parts like the stomach, groin, and eye.
2) Small slivers, splinters and other pieces of the stick can do all kinds of
damage inside your dog. For example, pieces can get trapped in their teeth
and gums; pieces can get caught in and puncture and/or obstruct their wind
pipe and lungs; pieces can get caught in and puncture and/or obstruct their
20 Dangers to Dogs
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digestive system. This can lead to fast or slow suffocation, and serious to
deadly infections.
For safety, therefore, make sure no sticks are around for your dog to chew on. And
strongly consider playing fetch with something safer.

Use an iPhone, Mac, or other Apple products?
BE SURE to see this important alert from
YouDefense, and share it with other Apple users.
Click above to see it now.
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5 Qualities to Look for in the Ideal Dog Chew Toy

1) Not TOO Hard: Look for chew toys that have a bit of “give” when you
press your fingernail into it. If it feels rock solid, avoid it.
2) Durable: Look for chew toys that won’t splinter, sliver, shred, or otherwise
be torn by your dog’s teeth into pieces that could cause issues in their mouth
or digestive system.
3) Non-Toxic: Look for chew toys that don’t contain potentially dangerous
chemicals, such as protective coatings or flavorings.
4) Easy to Clean: Toys must be cleaned periodically, so make sure it’s easy to
wash.
5) Safe Size & Shape: Make sure the chew toy isn’t so small it could choke
them, and not so big they could hurt their jaw trying to chew it (or simply
can’t do so at all.) Also make sure they can’t get their tongue or nose trapped
inside it.
20 Dangers to Dogs
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Recommended: The Kong Classic Dog Toys are top-recommended by
veterinarians and trainers. They have all five “ideal qualities in a chew toy” above,
come in a variety of different sizes, and dogs love them.

Click Above to See Them on Amazon!
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3 Ways Dogs Cause House Fires

Dogs are not arsonists. They don’t ever mean to start fires. But multiple house fires
are accidentally started every year by dogs. These are three of the most common
ways:
1) Dogs can accidentally turn stove knobs on by placing
their front paws on the oven to snatch food, igniting
nearby food packaging or paper towels in the process.
Stove knob covers like these can easily prevent this.
2) Dogs’ whipping tails or curious noses can accidentally
knock over burning candles. If you are going to use
candles, keep them in places too high for dogs to reach.

See It On
Amazon

3) Dogs can leave flammable items too close to space heaters, sparking a fire.
For example, some dogs love to pull their sleeping bed, blankets, or rugs
around; others may leave flammable items they use as toys too near a space
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heater. If you are going to use space heaters, it’s wise to place them in areas
dogs can’t reach.
It’s also smart to protect fireplaces, pot belly stoves, electric blankets, and
campfires from dogs, and to protect dogs from them as they can cause serious
burns and worse.
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Try Not to Leave Dogs Alone in Cars, Especially in Summer

You’ve certainly heard of dogs suffering and dying from being left inside cars in
the heat of summer. Remember, dogs can’t sweat like people do to eliminate body
heat. So they must pant to try to get rid of the extra body heat. Unfortunately when
there is little to no ventilation, this panting only creates more heat.
It takes a very short period of time for dogs to suffer heat-related illness and even
die in this situation. At the very least make sure there is adequate ventilation, but
the safest step is to leave dogs at home.
If you see another dog in a hot car, try to locate the owners and let them know how
dangerous the situation can be. You can also call the police to help.
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Know the Serious Dangers of Driving With Your Dog

The amount of time the average American spends driving continues to increase.
And it’s likely you wear a seatbelt when driving, and if you have kids you buckle
them, too. That’s smart, because in an emergency stopping situation, the body
otherwise becomes a projectile, crashing into and through windows or into others.
It’s no different with dogs, of course. Yet only 16% of people in a recent survey
said they regularly use a pet restraint when driving with their
dog.
A 10-pound dog in a vehicle going just 30 mph that stops
suddenly exerts about 300 pounds of pressure – enough to
easily kill the dog and seriously injure or kill others the dog
flies into. An 80-pound dog in a crash at just 30 mph exerts
about 800 pounds of pressure.
Either leave dogs at home or use a pet restraint system for them, such as the toprecommended Pawaboo Dog Safety Vest Harness.
20 Dangers to Dogs
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Why You MUST Protect Dogs from Mosquitoes
(Heartworms!)

Mosquitoes and the threats they carry are a growing problem – for people and our
canine companions.
So first of all, NEVER use insect repellent meant for humans on dogs. Many
contain DEET, which can cause vomiting, irritation, and seizures with dogs.
Still, you do want to take extra care to protect canines from mosquitoes, because
they are how dogs get heartworm disease (and rarer, West Nile and other diseases.)
Heartworm disease can cause serious suffering in your dog, and can be deadly if
not treated in a timely manner. Heartworms are literally parasitic worms that
resemble spaghetti and can grow up to 12 inches inside your dog’s heart, blood
vessels, and lungs.
Some people give their dogs ingestible heartworm prevention pills or chewables.
This may be the most effective way to prevent heartworm, but there is also concern
these meds are toxic to dogs, affecting their brain and nervous system.
20 Dangers to Dogs
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Furthermore, many ingestible preventatives are becoming less effective as
mosquitos are becoming resistant to them. Do your homework and talk to your
veterinarian about the side-effects before you make this choice for your dog.
Other key tips to greatly reduce your dog’s exposure to mosquitoes include:
1) Use a high-quality spray repellant. No type is perfect, but some are far
superior than others. Pet Pleasant is top-recommended for dogs because of
how effectively it repels mosquitoes – and it kills fleas, ticks, and their eggs
and larvae, too – while also being safe and affordable.
2) Keep your dog indoors during peak mosquito activity, which are typically
dusk and dawn.
3) Remove any stagnant water around your home. Mosquitoes need it to live
and breed. Also keep your dog away from other areas likely to be infested
with mosquitoes, such as still lakes, ponds, swamps, bogs and pools.
4) Keep windows closed and fix broken screens to reduce chances of
mosquitoes getting inside.
5) Remember, mosquitoes and the risk of heartworm is not just a “summer
concern.” Mosquitoes can even be active in 40 degree Fahrenheit
temperatures, so it’s wise to take preventive measures even in the off-season.

Click Above to
See It On Amazon
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The Sun Poses Serious Threats to Your Dog, Too

Even though they have fur, dogs are susceptible to sunburn. This is especially true
of areas on their body covered only thinly or not at all by fur, such as their snouts
and ears. As it is with people, skin cancer is on the rise with dogs.
And just like humans, ultraviolet rays can also do damage to dogs’ eyes if they’re
out in the sun too long.
NEVER use sunscreens meant for humans on dogs, though. They contain
ingredients that can be quite harmful to dogs, such as zinc oxide.
When your dog is outside, make sure he has a shady area to avoid the sun. If
you’re out at a park or beach, consider bringing a portable umbrella to provide
shade.
This is true even on cloudy, overcast, and cool days, because the sun’s ultraviolet
rays do damage regardless of such conditions.
20 Dangers to Dogs
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Too Hot or Cold for You to Walk On? Same for Them

Is sand, pavement, or any other surface too hot or cold for you to walk on?
Then remember it can hurt your dog’s paw pads, too.
Whether you have a Chihuahua or Great Dane, a
Maltese or Neapolitan Mastiff, or any size dog in
between, consider protecting them with these toprecommended HiPaw Breathable Dog Boots Paw
Protectors – especially if you live in an area that gets
very cold or hot, you take your dog to the beach, or
you walk your dog on pavement that get salted in
winter.
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Routinely Check Your Dog’s Ears for These
10 Signs of Illness

Dog’s ears are very sensitive, and can often show the first signs of
illness. Dog’s ears should be cleaned periodically – look for a cleaner
with no alcohol, antibiotics, steroids, or toxins, such as the toprecommended EcoEars Dog Ear Cleaner.
You’ll also want to routinely check your dog’s ears for these signs of
illness. If you detect these signs, contact your vet:
1. Bad or unusual smells coming from their ears
2. Unusual discharge coming from their ears
3. The color of their ear flaps is more red than usual.
See It On
Amazon
4. Their ear flaps feel warmer than usual.
5. The canal inside the ear looks inflamed or more narrow than usual.
6. Your dog tilts her head to one side, as if bothered by something in the ear.
7. Your dog walks like he’s intoxicated.
8. Your dog walks in circles.
9. Your dog is pawing at her ear, or trying to, a lot.
10. Your dog seems to be protecting her ear – turning that side of her head away
from you, growling or hissing if your hand goes near it, etc.
20 Dangers to Dogs
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The 20 Most Dangerous Foods for Dogs

When it comes to dogs and food, the safest, smartest, and kindest thing you can
today is to feed them only a top-quality dog food and dog treats. Even fresh meat
can pose risks, due to steroids, antibiotics, and other toxins present in so much
meat today, potential bacterial contamination, and other issues.
Even if it “seems like” it makes them happy, not giving human food of any sort to
dogs is the safest course to take. That’s because there are many foods that can
cause distress and both slow-to-appear and rapid health issues. Below are top foods
to never give dogs.
If your dog consumes any of these foods, or you believe they may have consumed
anything toxic, immediately call your vet, the animal emergency center, or call the
ASPCA Animal Poison Control Center at 888-426-4435.
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Alcohol: It takes a lot less alcohol to hurt your dog’s liver and
brain than it does for people. And the smaller the size of the dog
the more dangerous alcohol can be. It can cause vomiting,
diarrhea, imbalance, respiratory issues, coma, and even death.

Avocados: Avocados pose two risks to dogs. First, they contain a natural chemical
called persin that is toxic to dogs. Persin is most
concentrated in avocado plant leaves, but it’s also in the
fruit, seed, and stem. It can cause vomiting, diarrhea and
possibly worse in dogs. Second, the avocado seed can be a
tempting “chew toy” to dogs, and veterinarians are seeing a
rise in choking incidents and choking deaths from avocado seeds.

Baking Powder and Baking Soda: These are highly toxic
to dogs. They can cause severe nutrient imbalances,
muscle spasms, and heart failure and death.

Caffeine from Coffee, Chocolate, Tea, Energy
Drinks, or Any Food. Caffeine can be deadly to
dogs. Even pay attention to labels of certain medicines
and supplements, as some contain caffeine. Get your
dog to a veterinarian as soon as possible if he or she
consumes anything with caffeine.

Chocolate: In addition to the caffeine, all kinds of
chocolate – sweetened and unsweetened -- also
contains a chemical called theobromine that is
dangerous to dogs. It can cause vomiting, diarrhea,
heart issues, tremors, seizures, and death.
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Citrus Fruits and Juices. The essential oil, citric
acid, present in citrus fruits can cause stomach upset
in dogs, and even depression and nervous system
issues if eaten in excess.

Coconut, Coconut Oil, Coconut Water. These can cause
stomach upset and diarrhea in dogs.

Dairy Products. Milk, cheese, yogurt, and other dairy products
can cause diarrhea and stomach distress in dogs, and spark food
allergies.

Fat Trimming and Fatty Foods. They may seem
happy to accept it, but you’re not doing your dog
any favors by giving her cuts of fat trimmed from
steaks, chicken, or pork… or fatty foods such as
hamburgers, bacon and other fried foods. Because
these can lead to stomach distress, diarrhea, and
vomiting, and it can cause serious long-term issues
to their pancreas and gastrointestinal system.
Garlic and Onions: These are another big NO for dogs,
because they can destroy their red blood cells, leading to
anemia. This includes if they eat a lot even one time.
Even onion and garlic powders and salts can cause issues,
so keep those out of your dog’s reach and watch food
labels for those ingredients.
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Grapes and Raisins: NEVER give dogs raisins or
grapes, or other products containing them, such as raisin
bran and various protein and food bars. Grapes and
raisins can cause kidney failure and death in dogs.

Hops: The hop plant, dried hops, cooked (spent) hops, and
products made with hops (beer) are hazardous to dogs. They can
cause elevated body temperature, seizures, and death.

Macadamia Nuts: These can also be very toxic to dogs, causing
vomiting, staggering, inability to walk, tremors, depression and
more.

Nutmeg. NEVER give dogs nutmeg or foods made with
them, such cookies, cake, hams, etc. Nutmeg contains a
chemical called myristicin that is very toxic to dogs,
resulting in vomiting, diarrhea, stomach distress, extreme
exhaustion, nervous system damage, and even death.

Peach, Apricot, Nectarine, Plum, and Cherry Seeds.
Seeds can be a very tempting “chew toy” for dogs, and
many fruit seeds pose a choking hazard. The seeds of
these fruits pose an additional hazard because they break
down into the poisonous hydrogen cyanide when
ingested. They can cause vomiting, weakness,
respiratory issues, convulsions, and death. Avoid letting
dogs eat these fruits altogether; the fleshy part of the fruit can cause stomach upset,
the seeds far worse.
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Popcorn. Because popcorn is often highly buttered (meaning a
fatty food) and salted, both of those are reason enough to never
give your dog popcorn. But even it is unbuttered and unsalted,
the hard parts of popcorn – and the half-popped or un-popped
kernels – can hurt dogs’ teeth and gums, get lodged in their
teeth or elsewhere in their digestive system, and also pose a
choking hazard.

Rhubarb. Rhubarb leaves are highly poisonous to
people and dogs alike. But dogs should avoid eating
any form of rhubarb altogether, including pies, jams
and jellies made from them. Depending on the
amount consumed and size of the dog, it can cause
diarrhea, vomiting, stomach distress, kidney failure,
respiratory issues, tremors, coma and even death.

Salt. Never share salty foods and those high in sodium with
dogs. Excess salt can be highly toxic and even deadly to dogs,
and unfortunately salt toxicity – also known as
Hypernatremia – is a problem vets see all too often. Dogs get
enough sodium from dog foods (because dog foods aren’t
required to publish their sodium, there’s even concern that
same may contain too much.)

Sugary Foods and Drinks. Paralleling the rise in
overweight and diabetes in people is a rise in
overweight and diabetes in dogs, and sugary foods
and sweets are very key to the problem. Never feed
your dog these foods – it’s not part of their natural
diet and can only lead to health issues.
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Xylitol. This popular sugar substitute for people is VERY toxic
to dogs, even in small amounts. Xylitol is increasingly used in
products such as candy, gum, baked goods, diet foods, and
toothpaste because it has less calories than sugar, doesn’t raise
blood sugar levels, and may even improve people’s dental health.
But it’s a big NO for dogs, because even tiny amounts can cause
seizures, liver failure, and even death. Watch the labels of your
food, drinks, and hygiene products for xylitol, and keep it way
out of your dog’s reach.

Yeast and Yeast Dough. Yeast and dough
that contains it, such as raw bread and
pastry dough, is known to produce high
amounts of gas in dogs’ digestive systems.
This can lead to painful stomach bloating at
the least, and possibly even death.

Do you ever surf the Internet on your phone or other device in public?
See why a “VPN” is a MUST to protect yourself from identity theft!
Click above or head to YouDefense.com.
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77 Common Plants That are Dangerous for Dogs
Gardening is becoming increasingly popular
in the United States. There are more
different types of plants in our yards than
ever.
With that, there’s been an increase in dogs
getting poisoned from plants – unfortunately
all-too-often with deadly results.
Because dogs love to explore and, especially
when they’re in playful or curious moods,
bite and chew things, it pays to know which
plants you most want to protect them from
both outside and inside homes.
If you have or are considering getting plants
for your yard or home, it’s also smart to
know beforehand if those plants pose any
risks to your dog.
And if you’re bringing your dog to other locations, such as family and friends’
homes and yards, it’s also wise to do a scan first for potentially hazardous plants.
The plants on the following pages are arranged by their danger levels to your dog.
The first 20 on the list below can be flat-out deadly.
The next 15 are next-level dangerous, and those listed thereafter could pose health
risks.
Please share this entire report, including this important list, with other dog owners,
due to the increasing prevalence of these plants.
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The 20 Plants that are Most Deadly to Dogs

Autumn Crocus: Fall-blooming variety can cause
vomiting, diarrhea, loss of appetite, respiratory failure,
seizures, and death.

Azalea: Popular flowering shrub can cause mouth
irritation, vomiting, diarrhea, and possibly drop in
blood pressure, coma, and death.

Bird of Paradise/Strelitzia: Contains cyanide. Can cause
nausea, vomiting, drowsiness, respiratory issues, appetite
loss, death.

Castor Bean: Can cause vomiting, bloody diarrhea, excess
drooling, loss of appetite, trembling, collapse, death.

Chinaberry Tree/Bead Tree: Popular ornamental tree
can cause vomiting, diarrhea, depression, seizures, and
death. The fruit of these trees is especially toxic.
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Cyclamen: Can cause mouth irritation, vomiting,
diarrhea, heart issues, seizures, and death.

Desert Rose/Adenium: Can cause vomiting, diarrhea,
irregular heartbeat, depression, death.

Foxglove: Can cause nausea, vomiting, irregular heartbeat,
tremors, seizures, and death.

Hops: Hazardous as plants to dogs,
very hazardous as dried hops and cooked (spent) hops.
Can cause elevated body temperature, seizures, and
death.

Larkspur: Can cause constipation, tremors, excess drooling,
stiffness, weakness, respiratory distress, heart failure, death.
Younger plants are more dangerous.
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Lily of the Valley: Can cause vomiting, diarrhea, irregular
heartbeat, seizures, death.

Milkweed: Can cause vomiting, nausea, irregular
heartbeat, collapse, tremors, seizures, and death.

Oleander: Can cause deadly heart issues, vomiting,
bloody diarrhea, severe imbalance, muscle tremors.

Philodendron: Common houseplant can cause
mouth irritation, vomiting, diarrhea, spasms, and
seizures.

Pothos/Devil’s Ivy/Epipremnun Aureum: Popular
houseplant can cause mouth irritation, vomiting,
diarrhea, spasms, and seizures.
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Rosary Pea/Abrus Precaatorius: Can cause severe
vomiting, diarrhea, elevated heart rate, tremors,
shock, death.

Sago Palm: Can cause bloody vomiting,
diarrhea, other bleeding, liver failure, and death.

Star of Bethlehem: Can cause nausea,
vomiting, irregular heartbeat, tremors, seizures,
and death.

Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow/Lady of the
Night/Brunfelsia: Can cause vomiting, anxiety, difficulty
walking, tremors, and seizures.

Yew: Can cause vomiting, diarrhea, nausea,
difficulty breathing, irregular heartbeat,
tremors, seizures, coma, and death. Don’t let
dogs play with yew sticks!
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15 Plants That are Dangerous to Dogs
Amaryllis: Can cause vomiting, diarrhea, abdominal pain,
excess saliva, and tremors.

Buttercups: Can cause vomiting, diarrhea, excess
drooling, weakness, mouth blisters, tremors, seizures, and
(rarely) paralysis.

Caladium: Can cause mouth irritation, vomiting, excess
drool, difficulty breathing and swallowing.

Daffodils/Narcissus: All parts toxic, especially the bulbs.
Can cause vomiting, diarrhea, abdominal pain, irregular
heartbeat, convulsions, blood pressure drop.

Dumb Cane/Dieffenbachia: Can cause mouth irritation,
difficulty swallowing, and vomiting.

Eucalyptus: Can cause vomiting, diarrhea, weakness,
lethargy, depression. Avoid the smell of eucalyptus can
cause such symptoms in dogs.
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Hosta: Can cause vomiting, diarrhea, bloating,
abdominal pain, intestinal twisting, loss of appetite.

Hyacinths: All parts toxic, especially the bulbs. Can
cause mouth irritation, nausea, excess drooling.

Kalanchoe / Mother-in-Law Plant / Mother-ofMillions: Can cause vomiting, diarrhea, and possibly
irregular heartbeat.

Marijuana: Live plant and dried cannabis both
hazardous to dogs. Can cause vomiting, excess saliva,
depression, low body temperature, seizures, coma, and
(rarely) death.

Monkshood: Can cause weakness, irregular heartbeat,
tremors, seizures, paralysis.

Morning Glory. Can cause
vomiting, diarrhea, incoordination.
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Periwinkle: Can cause vomiting, diarrhea, depression,
tremors, seizures, coma, and (rarely) death.

Sweet Pea: Can cause weakness, lethargy, tremors,
seizures, and (rarely) death.

Tulips: All parts toxic, especially the bulbs. Can cause
mouth irritation, nausea, excess drooling.
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42 Other Common Plants Potentially Toxic to Dogs
Aloe Vera
Asparagus Fern
Begonia
Bleeding Hearts (dicentra)
Calla lilies
Chamomile
Chives
Clematis
Corn Plant (dracaena fragrans)
Dracaena
English Ivy
Ficus
Flamingo Flower
Gardenia
Garlic
Geranium
Gladiola
Holly
Hydrangea
Iris
Jade Plant (crassula ovata)

Laceflower
Leeks
Lenten Rose
Lupines
Mistletoe
Mums (chrysanthemums)
Nicotiana
Nightshade
Onions
Palm Lily
Peace Lily
Peyote cactus
Poinsettia
Rhubarb Leaves
Schelllera
Shallots
Spring Crocus
Tomato (especially any green parts)
Yarrow
Wisteria
ZZ Plant (zamioculcas)

Also note that apricot, peach, nectarine,
cherry, plum, and apple trees can be
hazardous to dogs, because the leaves,
stems, and pits of the fruit break down into
the poisonous hydrogen cyanide when
ingested. They can cause vomiting,
weakness, respiratory issues, convulsions,
and occasionally even death.
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And… They Need YOU!

One of the biggest dangers of all to your dog? If YOU weren’t around to love them
and make sure they’re safe (just like they do for you ☺ ). They need you, your
other loved ones do too, and we here at YouDefense.com want you safe, as well.
So because our mission is to provide you the clearest, most reliable insights and
tools to avoid the dangers that actually threaten you and your loved ones most, in
areas like health, internet safety, personal and pet safety, and more…
Be sure to sign up to receive our periodic free alerts on the top dangers right here.

Finally, SHARE this important report with other dog owners, vets, pet
shelters, and everyone who cares about our best friends. It could prevent
suffering and even save a dog’s life. Please “Like” this free guide here.
(Thank you.)
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